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Let's Eat: As owner prepares to retire,
40-year-old Maria's Pizza 'keeps the
memories' in Oregon
Let's Eat

By Victoria Davis | Special to the Cap Times  Nov 18, 2018   3 min to read
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Outside a modest little brick building o� South Main Street

in Oregon, an Italian �ag awning reads “Maria’s Pizza.”

Time has stood still for 40 years at this restaurant, with

owner John Indelicato having made a point not to change

one thing since opening Maria’s in the 1970s. Even the cash

Maria’s Pizza
134 S Main St., Oregon

835-5455

facebook.com/mariaspizzao
regon

HOURS
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register, with the employee names tapped to the front, is

the same one Indelicato purchased back in 1978.

“You gotta keep it all the same,” said Indelicato. “If you

change something, it’s not the same anymore, there’s no

more history. This way, I keep the memories.”

Among maps of Italy that line Maria’s walls are community

event awards and family photos. A newspaper clipping from

an Oregon News “Know Your Oregon Neighbor” in 1999

features Indelicato tossing pizza dough in the restaurant’s

kitchen. Another photo shows Oregon High School’s hockey

team from 2005 chowing down on some cheesy bread.

Sunday, Tuesday-Thursday
4-10 p.m., Friday-Saturday
4-11 p.m., closed Mondays

MORE INFORMATION

Let's Eat: Vatrushka
baker brings a little
Russian sweetness to
morning markets

Olga Aydinyan is the founder

of Vatrushka: Eastern

European Sweets. Egg whites,

cheese and butter help pay

homage to her “international

family.”
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“Those hockey players still come back to visit a lot with

their own kids,” said Indelicato. “Sometimes it’s been so

long, I don’t recognize who they are. Others are regulars

and I even know what pizza they’ll want.

“That’s the good thing about owning a smaller restaurant,

you get to know people.”

John Indelicato prepares a pizza at Maria's Pizza in Oregon, where most diners

make their own combinations. Cheese and pepperoni, he said, are still the most

popular orders.

PHOTO BY VICTORIA DAVIS

Let's Eat: Three siblings make a
Tex Mex trio at El Rio Grande in
Stoughton

Let's Eat: New owners of
Brothers Three tavern pledge
their faith to the �sh fry

East side deli Alimentari makes
the holidays easy, breezy and
cheesy
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Indelicato was born and raised in Sicily in a coastal town

called Marsala. After moving to the U.S. with his family at

the age of 19 for “better work and a better life,” Indelicato

had a di�icult time getting to know people due to the

language barrier.

Since establishing Maria’s,

Indelicato has created a family

dynamic, not only among his sta�,

but also with the community.

“Some of my regular customers

now used to work for me as kids 40

years ago,” said Indelicato. “Now

they grow up, have kids of their

own, and they all come in here.

Even the ones who live out of

town, they always stop in for pizza

when they visit.”

Josie and Agnese, two of

Indelicato’s three daughters, have worked at the restaurant

since they were teenagers. Their mother, Joanne, assists

Indelicato with the pizza baking.

John Indelicato shows off a

pizza before putting it in the

oven at Maria's Pizza in

Oregon. While some diners

ask for hearty combinations,

like Italian sausage, bacon,

onions, and green peppers,

Indelicato said the most

popular orders are the

classic cheese and

pepperoni.

PHOTO BY VICTORIA DAVIS
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The kitchen at Maria’s is almost more like the family’s

kitchen, with rosary beads hanging above postcards from

John and Joanne’s Italian home and grandbaby photos

tucked into the kitchen’s window frames.

“This one is of my daughter and grandson when he was a

baby,” said Indelicato holding up the purple and orange-

Awards, newspaper clippings and family photos adorn the walls at Maria's Pizza in

Oregon. 

PHOTO BY VICTORIA DAVIS
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hued photograph. “But he’s now 14, so that tells you how

long that picture’s been there.”

Most guests at Maria’s build their

own pizzas, requesting any

number of meats and veggies for

toppings. While some ask for

hearty combinations, like Italian

sausage, bacon, onions, and green

peppers, Indelicato said the most

popular orders are the classic

cheese and pepperoni.

Still, every pizza place has is own �air when it comes to

their cuisine creations and Maria’s is no exception.

Under“premium specialties” Maria’s lists a two-crust-

layered Pizza Pie ($11) stu�ed with salami, ham and

Canadian bacon. The Johnny’s Special ($11) combines salty

anchovies, onions, tomatoes, parmesan cheese and garlic

powder, with no extra pizza blend cheese.

“Pizza is a good business to get into because it’s got

everything,” said Indelicato. “It’s got the meat, the veggies,

John Indelicato spreads

tomato sauce onto pizza

dough at Maria's Pizza.

PHOTO BY VICTORIA DAVIS
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the bread ... and anytime is pizza time.”

Indelicato comes in early to make fresh sauces, as well as

clean up from the night before. Despite having roots in the

pizza capital of the world, Indelicato says his pizza is not

inspired by his Italian birthplace.

Most diners at Maria's Pizza choose their own combination of toppings, some of

which are shown here. 

PHOTO BY VICTORIA DAVIS
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“I gotta tell you, last time I went there, we got pizza in two

places and I didn’t like it at all,” said Indelicato. “You

couldn’t even cut it with a knife. I don’t know what they did

to the bread, but I definitely like ours better.”

After pulling the pizzas from the hot oven, Indelicato adds

a little oregano for seasoning and some extra parmesan for

�avor. As enticing as the steaming sauce and baked bread

looks, it’s best not to pick up a slice right away.

“Don’t pick it up yet,” said

Indelicato as he set down an extra

large pepperoni pie ($12). “You’ll

lose all the toppings.”

After being his own boss for 40

years, Indelicato has decided to

hang up the apron. Maria’s is

currently on the market and while

Indelicato is hoping to retire in the

next year, he hopes the new

owners will choose to keep Maria’s up and running.

Pizzas at Maria's in Oregon

can be topped with a variety

of meats and veggies, and

most diners choose their

own combinations. 

PHOTO BY VICTORIA DAVIS
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“I hope they keep it a pizza place, I really do,” said

Indelicato. “I’ll teach them all they want to know about the

business we built here.”

No o�ers have been made on the building yet, so now is the

time to visit Maria’s. Take a bite of pizza that has withstood

four decades worth of change, proving the classics never go

out of style.
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MORE FROM THE CAPITAL TIMES

Juvenile corrections panel
considers youth facility
proposals from Milwaukee,
Dane counties

Gregory L. Schmidt: Yes, it
is about the person
holding the gun

'Give Me Liberty' takes a
wild ride through a divided
Milwaukee
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